APPENDIX C

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Cha-ei
Chiamie
Dan-chhy
Dan-khe
Kao-tla
Kho
Ladan
Okara-ppa
Seiki
Siaramochan-ppa
Siaramochapampa
Tlaipi
Tota
Viadan

harp made of thin iron.
brass bugles.
pair of small metal gong.
larger gong six to ten spans in circumference.
brass Cymbal.
drum made out of wood.
pair of small brass gong.
cymbalic violin made out of gourd.
mithun's horn.
bamboo flute opened at both ends.
bamboo flute closed at both ends.
bamboo zither.
one stringed violin made out of gourd.
similar to Dan-khe but smaller.